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Let X denote a uniformly convex (real) vector space and let M denote a 
closed subset of M. Then from the work of Efimov and Stechkin [ 11 it is 
known that if M is also approximatively compact, then each x E X will have 
a unique closest point in M if and only if A4 is convex. Thus for the usual 
nonlinear approximating families such as the rational or exponential families, 
there will exist functions with more than one best approximation (if we are 
approximating in an L, space with 1 < p < co). 
Specific examples of such functions were given in (2) by Lamprecht for 
approximation by polynomial rational functions and in [ 3 1 by Rice for 
nonlinear unisolvent families. In these cases and to our knowledge in all the 
other published examples. a symmetry argument was used to produce a 
function with two best approximations. Wolfe in 141 showed that for each 
positive integer k there is an f E LzlO, I] having at least k best local approx- 
imations from 
11, 
R::,IO, 11 = 
1 
p/q ip(X) = ” 
!?I 
a$ q(x) = \‘ bid q(s) > 0 
,Zl 
for O<.r< I( 
provided that tn > n. Braess in 15) ( among other things) removed the 
restriction tn > tz and asked if it was possible to find a function f having at 
lcast three best approximations (not just local best approximations) from one 
of the standard nonlinear approximating families. 
An affirmative answer to this question assuming “three” could be replaced 
Ill 
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by a diverging sequence of positive integers would show that there is no 
uniform upper bound on the number of best approximations that a function 
can have. This is in contrast to the situation using the uniform norm 161. 
In this paper we shall give a straightforward technique that can explicitly 
produce functions with any specified number (call it N) of global approx- 
imations from a class of nonlinear families (with one nonlinear parameter) 
that includes many of the so called r-families of Hobby and Rice [ 7 1. 
We are not able at this time to prove rigorously that the N approximants 
formed by our procedure are always best approximations to the function 
produced, though all our empirical evidence indicates this is so. However, we 
are able to give sufficient conditions for the approximations produced to be 
(global) best approximations and we are able to check these conditions 
numerically for the cases N = 3 and N = 5. 
APPKOX~MATING FAMILY 
The approximating family we shall use is defined by a continuous real- 
valued kernel function K(.. .) of two real variables defined on 
(-d,d)X l&b1 f or some a > b and d > 0 which satisfies the following con- 
ditions: 
(i) (aK/$)(J3, x) exists and is continuous on (-d, d) x [a, bl, 
(ii) K(j3,. .),..., KC@,,. .). (X/@)@, , .),..., (aK/@)@,v, .) are linearly 
independent on [a, b 1 for any N distinct p’s, N = 1, 2 ,.... 
EXAMPLE 1. (a) K,(/X x) = e’* on (-co, co) x 10, 11 
(b) K,@,x)= l/(1 -fl~)on (-1. 1)x I-1, 1). 
Given fE LJu, b] we shall consider approximations of the form (*) 
rxK(P. x). That is. given J we seek ~1% E R and p* E (-d, d) such that 
where 11 11 is the L, norm on (a. b] with respect to Lebesgue measure. For 
notational simplicity let 
denote the normalized version of K(P, X) and let u’@, x) denote 
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(?u/t$)(/?, x). Also, ( ., . 1 will denote the usual inner product in L,(a, bj 
defined by 
1 g. h 1 = (‘g(t) h(t) dt for g.h E Lzla, 61. 
(I 
Our goal is to construct a function f E ,!,,[a, b) that has many best 
approximations of the form (*). To do this we shall consider functions of the 
form 
f(-u) = 2 la;u(P,. x) + b,u’(/l;. x)1. (1) 
i P1 
where p ,,..... /L, ./I,, /I, ,..., /J,, are 2n + 1 given distinct points in (4, d) and 
where we require that f also satisfy the conditions: 
If- U~i. '), u~i. .)I = 0. 
i = 0, * l,..., fn. 
If- utJi. .). u’(lj;. .)I = 0. 
(2) 
(3) 
The system (2) and (3) is equivalent to the system one obtains by 
requiring that (Z/;iP)ilf- u(/3, .)II’ ID m/S, = 0, i = 0, & l,.... &n, which is a 
necessary condition that each of the functions up,, .) = 
(1 /I) PC@‘,. .)II) K(/I,. .) i = 0. * I . . . . . in. be a best approximation to f of the 
form (“‘). The use of approximants normalized to unit length is for 
convenience only. The only essential thing is that they have the same norm. 
Thus. we wish to choose pi’s, ~7,‘s. and b;‘s so that u@,, .) is a best 
approximation to f; i = 0. Il,..., i 11. Before showing that given the 0,‘s the 
corresponding a;‘s and b,‘s defining f are uniquely determined we offer the 
following example. 
E:XAMPI.E 2. For K(,LI. s) = e3’ over (--GO, GO) x IO. 1 I we have 
L/(/3, s) = 1. p=o 
and f(s) takes the form f(-r) = xi ,I (a, + b,x) eiiP’. Also (2) and (3) can 
be written in the form 
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LEMMA I. Under the above assumptions on rhe kernel K(., .) and given 
-md<fl ,,</I ,,+, < ... <[j , < /I,, < ‘. < p,, < d there esisfs II unique J’ of 
rhe form (1) satisfj?ng (2) atzd (3). 
Proof: The system (2) and (3) can be written as 
If: utp;. .)I = 1, 
i = 0. i l,..., *n, 
IJ U’(pi. .)I =o, 
(4) 
(5) 
since // u(j3. . )I1 = 1 for all /I E (-d, d). Using the form off in ( 1 ). (4) and (5 ) 
take the form 
i = 0. sr 1 . . . . . * n. 
~ (ailed,. ‘). ~‘(pi. ‘)I + bjlU’~i. .), ~‘(13;, ‘)I)= 0. 
n 
(7) 
The system (6). (7) is a linear system of 4n + 2 equations in the 4~ + 2 
unknowns aj, bj, j = 0, f l...., *n, where the coefficient matrix is a Gram 
matrix formed from the linearly independent functions 
do n, .) ,.... u&. .). U’V ,1. .) . . . . . u’(p,,. .). 
Thus (6). (7) has a unique solution as claimed. a 
In view of Lemma 1, our problem is to make a proper choice of /ii. 
i = 0, f l,..., in, to insure that the corresponding function f of the required 
form actually has u(ai, .), i = 0, 5 ,.... in. as best approximations. A natural 
choice is to place the nodes symmetrically about the origin and this is what 
we shall do. (Empirically we found that nonsymmetric choices often 
produced only local best approximations or even saddle points.) Thus for 
symmetry we require: 
p,, = 0. 18) 
0 <Pi <B,, , < d, i = o,.... I7 - 1. (91 
We shall also assume that the normalized kernel function u@ .) satisfies 
the midpoint symmetry condition. 
UC-B. x) = u(p. 2p ~~- x). where p=(n +b)iZ. (1iJ 
Remark. For both u,(jl, .Y) = (2/lje”’ - 1)’ * e”-‘ and u>p’- s) 
CC I -~-p*)/2)’ *l/(1 -[)x) (the normalized kernels for the functions of‘ 
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example 1) it is simple to check that ( 11) holds on (-03. co) x [ 0. 1 1 and 
(- 1. I ) X j- 1, 1 I. respectively. 
LEMMA 2. Let f be a function of the form (1) M’ith the p’s satisjj~ing (8) 
(9), and (10) and such that u satisJies (1 I ). Then 
(a) f(x) =J’(2p -- x). s E la, b 1, p = (a + b)/2. 
a. ; = a,. 
i = 0. I ,.,.. n and in particular b, = 0. (b) 
b i = -hi. 
Proof: Let h(x) =f(x) -f (2p -x). By differentiating both side,j of (11) 
with respect to /I we obtain the identity. 
u’(-/I. s) = u’(p, 2p ~ s). (121 
Using ( I 1) and ( 12) and the definition of k. we can write h is the form 
h(x)= 2 {(ai-a~j)u~i..~)+(bj+b i)u’(jji..~)j (13) 
1 I, 
which shows that h is a linear combination of u(li,. .) and u/(/I;. .). i = 0, 
I I..... It/?. 
CI.:\IM I. _/ I: h(.u) u@,, s) ds = 0. i = 0, + I,.... In. 
CLAIM 2. .I“, h(x) u’(Ji, s) ds = 0. i = 0. +I l..... ijr. 
If these claims are proved then by considering (13) the four conclusions 
(a j(d) would obviously follow immediately. 
Proof of Claim 1. .i‘; h(s) u(J;. x) d-v = j;J‘(x) u(p;, s) - ,&‘-(2p - s) 
lr(,!Ii, .te) d.u = I ~ !‘tj”(t) uvi, 2p -- r) dr by taking t = 2p - .Y and using (4). 
But by (1 1). ,i‘t f(t) u(J;. 2p - t) dt = .I‘: f(r) IA-/I,, t) dt = 1 and so 
,I’:: h(.\-) u(p,. X) (iv = 0. i = 0, f I..... *?I. proving Claim 1. 
Ptoqf cf Claim 2. We have ,I‘: h(x) u’(j;. A-) dx = 0 - j.,/:./“(t) 
zr’(,!I,. 2p - t) dt again letting t = 2p - .Y and using (5). By (12). 
j‘;;,f(r, u’(Ji. 2p ~ t) dt = - j’;f(t) u’(-/I;. t) dt = 0 (by (5)) so .I‘;; h(x) u’(J,. 
.v) (1s = 0. i = 0. rt I,.... *tn. 4 
Our original approximation problem involves approximating f’ by 
functions of the form (rK(/J, .) and hence appears to have two parameters ( 
and /I. However, we may eliminate cr by noting that if u*Kv”, .) is a (local 
best approximation toJ’it must satisfy the condition 
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and this yields 
If’-- ““K(p*, .). KU]*. .)I =o. 
which implies that 
115) 
Thus if we let 
ww = llf- rw 4’. where r(jA x) = s(j) K(jL x) (16) 
with s(p) = [J; K(& .)]/lIK(J3, .)/I’ for /I E (-d. d), then the problem of 
finding a best approximation to f is equivalent to finding a p E (+I. d) that 
minimizes w. 
LEMMA 3. For each ,!I E (-d, d), I,@) = ~IJ‘li’ - IL u(jJ. .)I’. 
Proof. t&3)= llfllz - 2[f; r(,R .)I + Ilr(jl. .)/I’. But from (16). 
= [L u(p. .)I?. 
Thus. w(p) = ilfli’ - Is, u(& . ) 1’. 1 
LEMMA 4. For each p E (-d. d). Ij; u(-rlJ, .)I = If; u(/l. .)I. 
Proof. [f, u(-8, .)I = jtf(x) u(-/IL x) d,u = l”,f(x) u(p. 2p - x) dx = 
jif(2p - t) u(J, t) dt = lh,f(f) (/I, t) df = \J u(p. .)I, where t = 2p - .Y and 
where we have used Lemma 2. m 
From Lemma 4, the following two corollaries are immediate. 
COROLLARY 1. w(p) = v(-jJ) for epery ,Ll E (-d, d). 
COROLLARY 2. For i=O,f-I ,..., kn, w(/Ii)=ilf‘i12- I and hence 
‘1.f II > 1. 
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From the definition of /Ii we have that u(pi, .) := Qi, .). 
i = 0, * 1, 12 ,..., fn, but it remains to be seen whether or not the value 
w(O) = llfll? - 1 is a global minimum for IC/. The following lemma 
demonstrates that we may confine ourselves to a bounded interval in 
checking this. 
LEMMA 5. For /I satisjjing I/ uf& .)ll, < I/jlfll )r, we he vc(r’) > w(O), 
ki,here /I 11, denotes the L ,-norm. 
Proof: w(p) = llfllZ - IL @, .>I’ > Ilfll” - Il./Ilk iI44 .)ll: and there- 
fore t&3) - ~(0) = 1 - IA u@, .>I’ > 1 - lIfll& ii@, .)ii?. Hence if 
I - iifll~ llz4(P. .)llf > 0, then WV) > ~(0) and this condition is equivalent to 
iY4k .)/II < llllfll,~ 1 
COROLLARY 3. For K(P,x) =e’-’ oL>er (-a~. co) x 10. 11 $/I :, 2 Ilfil’, 
the)? ~4~9 > w(0). 
Proqf: We simply calculate 
For /I’ > 0, (e” - l)/(e” + 1) < 1 and hence Ii@, +)II, < (2//I)’ ‘. By 
Lemma 5. if (2/,8)“’ < l/llfll, then I,@) > ~(0). But this is equivalent to 
B~2il.U~. 1 
As mentioned in the introduction we do not have a proof of the following 
theorem in the strict mathematical sense. We are able to give a 
computational “proof’ in the manner described below which shows that 
Braess’s question has been answered in the affirmative up to the accuracy of 
our numerical procedure. 
TI~EoREM. For t? = 1. ,9, = 2. and K@‘,x) = e” defined orer 
( --~a. co ) x IO. 1 I, there exisls a unique function f(x) of the form ( 1) hale 
exuctl). 2n + 1 = 3 global best approximations (in the Lz sense). tzatnel>~. 
u-2. s), ~(0. x) = 1. and ~(2. x), Mlhere u(p, x) = (2jl/e”’ ~ I )’ ’ ea’. 
” ProqfI ” The “proof’ of this result was accomplished as follows. The 
\,alues n,,. a,, and b, that determine f were found by solving the linear 
!system (6), (7) numerically. Then by computing the values off on 10. 1 I on 
,I grid of equally spaced points whose common spacing was sufficiently 
“small” (a spacing of 0.05 was found to be sufficient). the inequalit!, 
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i~fii,, < 3.76 was obtained. Finally. a similar search verified that /I = t2, 0 
were the only minima of I+@) in (-- 32, 32) and since 2 ~\f’liZ, < 32 we 
concluded from Corollary 3 that .f‘ has ~(0. s). ~(2, s), and ~(-2. s) as its 
only global best approximations. -‘I” 
This same technique was successfully applied to the case IZ = 2 (i.e.. 
N = 5). For II 3 3 (i.e., ,Y > 7) the interval obtained from Corollary 3 was so 
large that overflow occurred in the computations and so the results were 
unreliable. However. all the evidence at our disposal indicates that the 
following conjecture is correct. 
Conjecfure. Given II > I and any 2n + I distinct values 11,. 
i = 0 i I,.... in. symmetrically placed about the origin in (-d. d) there is a 
uniqueJ‘of the form (I ) having each function u(/I,. .). i = 0. t I..... in. as its 
set of global best L,-approximations from the approximating farnil) 
.f‘= (c&(/i .)’ (1 E R. /r E (--n, d)}. 
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